DEFINITIONS

Tour Guide

A tour guide is a person who leads groups of people around a town, museum, or other tourist venue. The tour guide provides a commentary on the features and history of the location, the tours can be from as little as 10-15 minutes to extended periods over many days. Considerable importance is placed on the guide's knowledge of local stories, history and culture depending on the location of the tour.” (http://wikieducator.org/Tour_Guiding)

Leo, Sutanto (2016) English for professional tour guiding services. Jakarta : Kompas Gramedia. 428.24 L576

Manning, Nick (2016) How to be a tour guide : the essential training manual for tour managers and tour. Publisher not identified : Place of publication not identified. 338.4791023 M283
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Shiroube
Retrieved August 2, 2018 from http://shiroube.com/about
The Shiroube project was founded by a passionate international team of travelers. Shiroube aims to help travelers have superior rather than ordinary travel experiences. The site has features to assist people in finding the best travel guide, with no frills. This is the marketplace that offers a service where travelers and locals can make deals in guiding.

**Vayable**
Retrieved August 30, 2018 from https://www.vayable.com/

Vayable is an online marketplace enabling people to discover, buy and sell unique travel experiences, activities and extended trips.

**Whos My Guide**

Whos My Guide starts you off with a dropdown menu listing all the available countries. Pick the one you are traveling to and the website will list the major cities where its guides are located. You can read through all their submitted content, compare individual guides and mail the one that fits you best.

**Tours By Locals**
Retrieved August 2, 2018 from https://www.toursbylocals.com/

Tours by locals is a site that combines the best of tours and guides. Here, guides provide you with packaged tours across the city, ranging from days to weeks. All the itinerary is detailed, along with the price. You can check out the ratings and reviews for specific tours by local guides before booking something.
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